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 Quest with fl ip-up GPS antenna

 PC/USB cable

 A/C power adapter

  External speaker with 12 V 
adapter cable

 Vehicle suction cup mount

 Quick reference guide

 Owners manual

 City Navigator Australia CD

This pocket-sized GPS unit is easy-to-

use and loaded with high-end navigation 

features and best of all, it’s portable. 

So, you can use it in multiple vehicles, or 

slip it in your pocket for handy street-level 

directions when you’re navigating on foot.

  Auto-routable, turn-by-turn, voice-prompted 

navigation with fast automatic off-route and 

detour recalculation. 

  With the brilliant 256-color backlit TFT display, the 

Quest is easy to read in any light. 

  Rechargeable internal lithium-ion battery providing up 

to 20 hours use. 

  Smaller than a standard television remote, it won’t 

demand a lot of room on the dashboard or in the 

briefcase. The unique antenna folds fl ush with the unit 

when not in use.
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The Garmin Quest comes with Australian City 

Navigator pre-installed, is waterproof and fully 

compatible with the entire line of MapSource 

outdoor cartography. With 115 megabytes 

of internal memory, this small-but-powerful 

GPS navigator has plenty of built-in map 

storage. So, in a pocket or on your dash, 

Quest gives you the freedom to travel light 

— with lots of map detail at your fi ngertips.
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Dealer:

  GPS accuracy: 15 meters or less.

  Internal memory: 115 megabyte internal memory 
for loading MapSource detail including marine 
BlueChart and topographic cartography.

  Antenna: integrated fl ip-up GPS patch antenna

  Voice prompts for navigation instructions and 
warnings using 12-volt speaker (included).

  Sunlight readable display: 55.8 mm (W) x 38 mm 
(H), 256-colour, high resolution, transfl ective TFT 
(160 x 240 pixels) with backlighting.

 Compact size (mm): 114 (W) x 56 (H) x 23 (D)

  Pacifi c Basemap and Australian City Navigator 
pre-installed

   Route Planner lets you save 50 routes, specify 
via points, and preview turns.

    Auto sort multiple destinations to provide an 
effi cient route for deliveries and sales calls.

   Customisable road segment and 
area avoidance.

   Fast automatic off-route and 
detour recalculation.

   ‘One-Button Home’ feature quickly routes you 
home no matter where you are.

  Waypoints: 500 user 
waypoints with name, 
category, comment, and 
graphic symbol.

  Track log: 10,000 point 
automatic track log lets 
you retrace your path.

  Battery: Internal Li-ion battery, 1050 mAh

 Battery life: up to 20 hours (typical use)

  Waterproof: IEC 60529 IPX7 standards 
(submersible in one meter of water for up to 30 mins.)

 Lightweight: 156 g

Specifi cations are typical and may be subject to change without notice or obligation.


